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The exposure may be recognized by knowing

large radiation exposures such as a nuclear bomb

or catastrophic damage to a nuclear power

station, or small radiation source causing inter-

mittent exposures those are usually met in the

medical or industrial facilities. The D M AT should

keep in mind that the exposure to radiation may

result from any combination of external sources,

skin contamination with radioactive materials (so-

called external contamination) and internal ra-

diation from absorbed, inhaled, or ingested ra-

dioactive material (or so-called internal

contamination).2,13,14

For the members of the D M AT, their task works

include continuous medical care for the victims

in the disasters. However, the specific events

such as radiation / nuclear disasters must include

many other specialized organizations such as

Atomic Energy Committee and the Bureau of

Investigation. Inter-agency cooperation should

be established in the response plan at the usual
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time and practiced accordingly in the event time.

In Taiwan, there is still no a highly supervised

departments in central government that is full

responsible for most of the disaster responses,

as the FEMA works in the United States. The

total disaster response plan will depend upon

the Executive Yuan. It may be so urgent for us

to set up a well-prepared response plan which

includes the inter-agency interactions for good

response for such a special event.

The radiological protection should include res-

piratory protection, skin protection and body

sheltering. As we know, the respiratory pro-

tection levels are classified A, B, and C, classi-

fied by the degree of protection.2,14 Level C

protection is generally sufficient where airborne

particulates are the chief concern, whereas the

personnel who have to invade the hot zone

should be equipped with level A. There are sev-

eral basic concepts for respiratory protection.

Fit-tested cartridge-filtered respirators or pow-

ered-air purifying respirators should be used

when available. Any respiratory protection that

is designed to protect responders against

chemical or biological agents will likely offer

benefits in a radiation event.

The alternative method is to use ordinary

surgical masks to provide good protection

against inhaling particulates, and allow excel-

lent ventilation for working at high breathing

rates. If available, high efficiency particulate air

(HEPA) filter masks such as the common

NIOSH “N-95” mask provide even better

protection. These are standard issue for health

care workers who work with patients with tu-

berculosis and other highly contagious diseases.

These masks must be fit-tested to each indi-

vidual by personnel trained in the OSHA-ac-

cepted methods. Under stressful conditions,

however, they may cause breathing difficulties,

due to their inherently reduced air transfer.

On must always consider other, greater

hazards when selecting breathing protection. If

authorities suspect that particulates such as an-

thrax or other such bacterial agents are present,

an N-95 mask is required.2,14,15 Neither com-

mon surgical nor N-95 masks protect against

gases and vapors, however. If chemical agents

are suspected, level B or higher protection is

required, for both the lungs and the skin. This

means fitted, full-face respirators and chemical-

resistant coveralls.
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Training plays an important role in D M AT

development. Although a special team may be

developed for specific events such as radiation

or nuclear events mentioned above, the general

D M AT teams are still possibly engaged in the

rescue and medical care in such incidents. For

a collective group that does not work together

daily at the usual time and gather to work under

tough circumstances at the casualties, qualified

training has to be ongoing. In addition to know-

ing their role and the teamwork approach, hands-

on practice with the basic load supply and the

equipment cache provides familiarity with the

rapid set-up and also allows constant check-up

of those items that are in need of repair or

maintenance. And these modules have also to

meet the basic requirements for the possible spe-

cial incidents such as radiation. This article just

summarizes many literatures and provides some

possible basic requirements of D M AT training

for nuclear / radiation events mentioned above.
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